STUDY MBBS IN KYRGYZSTAN
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About Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan is a country located in Central Asia surrounded by lands and mountains. The dominant
religion of the country is Islam and its capital city is Bishkek. This country falls on the famous Silk Route,
which has a rich history. Silk Route was the major connection channel from Chine to Middle Eastern
Countries. The official language of the nation is Russian though the majority of the population speaks
Kygyz. English is also becoming popular as a language since it is rapidly being chosen as the medium of
instruction.

This country was a part of Soviet Union, just like majority of Middle Eastern Countries and got free in 1993
when Soviet Union was dissolved officially. The major sector of the economy is agriculture and the
country is very rich in mineral resources mainly gold and rare earth metals having great demand in
global markets. However, the country has negligible crude oil and gas resources especially compared to
the neighboring Middle Eastern countries. However, hydroelectic power production is high in the
country which allows it to export this energy.
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Education
in
Kyrgyzstan:
Ky r g y z Re p u b l i c h a s m a d e c o n s i d e r a b l e
development in last two decades, which has made
the nation stand out globally in the fields of
medicine, technology and engineering. The people
of this country are very progressive in nature and
emphasise greatly on education. This is very evident
when we see the number of global students
studying in Kyrgyzstan increasing at a great pace.
The Ministry of Education and Science takes care of
the entire education system of Kyrgyzstan.
The country has a very impressive literacy rate of
98.7 %, which is phenomenal as compared to other
developing nations. Medical Education in nation is
very advanced and Kyrgyz Government invests huge
money for medical research and development. This
is the reason why many international students are
now coming for Medical Studies in Kyrgyzstan.

Study
Medicine
from Kyrgyzstan:
Kyrgyzstan is a country where medical education
system is highly developed and it is becoming hub
for International Medical Aspirants. The medicine
ﬁeld here is highly developed and advanced and this
country has contributed a lot to the world. Many
international students come to Kyrgyzstan for
getting medical degree from the country.
This country is also very famous among Indian
Medical Aspirants and every year thousands of
students get their study visa to Kyrgyzstan. In order
to secure your seat for MBBS there, you need to
apply and reserve your seat in desired medical
college before July end. It takes around 10 weeks for
complete procedure of applying to Medial
Universities in Kyrgyzstan.
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Eligibility

for Studying Medicine in Kyrgyzstan
These are basic eligibility criteria for studying
MBBS from Kyrgyz Medical Colleges
 50 % of marks in physics, chemistry and

biology
 Medium of study must be English
 Must have a valid passport
 Should have attained an age of 18 years
 Written and spoken English must be excellent

Reasons
Reasons to choose Kyrgyzstan
for studying Medicine

If you are willing to study MBBS abroad in Kyrgyzstan, these are some solid reason to make
your decision stronger.
 High standard of education in an inductive environment.
 No requirement of paying heavy donations.
 Global Exposure for students with international classmates.
 No need to waste valuable years in medical preparations.
 MCI Approved Medical Education in budget.
 Can easily to get settled abroad in European countries.
 Medical Education in Kyrgyzstan is very advanced.
 International Exposure among students from different nations.
 Tuition fee and living cost is quite reasonable here.
 Can get scope to settle abroad easily in European countries.
 Students are provided by comfortable hostels by most of the medical colleges thus

reducing the cost of living to a great extent.
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Medical
Universities
in Kyrgyzstan with fee structure and other expenses
Osh State University
Osh University is a public university located in Kyrgyzstan's Osh district. It was established in 2014, after the
Osh State Pedagogical Institute was reorganised with the Osh State University. The University is known to
impart medical education to students from Kyrgyzstan and other foreign countries. The Faculties of
General Medicine and Paediatrics is very popular.
 The University houses a modern day medical facility with the following features:
 Modern day state of the art medical laboratories
 Electronic libraries with internet and other facilities
 Practise Clinics and affiliated hospitals for practical training
 Excellent faculty for clear understanding and the development of expertise in the field of

medicine.
 English and Russian as the medium of instruction. Russian The course duration of the medical

university's General Medicine is 6 years. It has 5 years of practical and theoretical training and a year of
internship.
 The university is also recognised by the following organisations:
 World Health Organisation
 Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates
 International Medical Education Directory Medical Council of India
 Students who will graduate from the university can appear for screening tests all over the world

to take their career further, including PLAB, USMLE, and MCI. Accommodation facilities will also
be provided.
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Kyrgyz Russian Slavic University
The Kyrgyz Russian Slavic University is located in the Bishkek district of Kyrgyzstan. The university was
established in 2003 when the government realised their need to create a world class medical university
that would be able to teach students the important science of medicine and create more doctors for the
country. Kyrgyzstan took various steps to make sure that it could make the university as world class as it is
today.
 Brilliant world class faculty
 Students leisure and hobby groups
 Well oriented and equipped labs for training and understanding
 Practise clinics and hospital internship under expert guidance Medical emergency training
 Theoretical training to understand the various concepts and approaches of medicine.

The university is recognised by the following world organisations.


FAIMER

 Organisation for PhD Education in Biomedicine and Health Sciences


IIME



MCI



WHO

The duration of the course is 6 years and it is taught in both English and Russian. Hostel accommodation
is available with the university.
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Jalalabad State University

Medical Faculty

The Jalalabad State University was established in the year 1993 in Jalalabad, Kyrgyzstan. It is a public
institution and the medical faculty has become very popular all over the world. The university's medical
faculty has been attracting students from various parts of the world, including India. Students who have
graduated from the university have been greatly satisfied with the quality and depth of the university's
education technique. The university has a huge faculty count of over 700 teachers.

The medical faculties in the university are:

The university is also recognised by a number of

 Faculty of Medicine

world organisations.

 Faculty of Nursing

 WHO

The university has various features that make it

 MCI

one of the best medical universities

 FAIMER

 World renowned faculty

 IIME

 Modern labs and clinics
 Well stocked libraries
 Diverse student activities
 Hands on medical training during internship
 Medical conferences and seminars led by

pioneers from all over the world.

The university gives you the scope to continue or practise medicine anywhere in the world because of its
recognition and reputation. They can appear for screening tests such as PLAB, USMLE, MCI, etc. The
duration of the course is 6 years (5+1).
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Asian Medical Institute
The Asian Medical Institute is a truly cosmopolitan institute with students from over 10 countries.
The medium of instruction at the university is in English. The institute is recognised by the following
organisations:


FAIMER

 Avicenna Directory for Medicine


MOE in Kyrgyzstan



MOH in Kyrgyzstan



WHO

The university is very well equipped with laboratories, libraries and has a brilliant faculty. It is
located in Kant, Kyrgyzstan. The course duration is 6 years with the last year involved in internship.
There are many student activities and cultural programs to keep students attracted to the
university life.

Application and Visa Processing
Eklavya Overseas Consultants is a renowned name in Medical Education Overseas with an experience of
more than a decade in Medical Education Consulting in India. Having sent more than 5000 students out
of India in for medical education abroad, the company has developed very good relations with
embassies and diﬀerent medical universities. We have expert counsellors and study overseas
consultants who can guide you for the best available option.
We are dedicated to help students through their hardest phase of life, which can either make their life or
ruin it. Many education consultants mis-guide the students to gain proﬁts and spoil the name of this
profession. We have been guiding students to be aware of such frauds and only consult from renowned
consultants. One can easily go for reviews online and ﬁnd about the facts of any consultants. We believe
in honest consultation and right guidance because only ethical work can lead to success.
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Siddhi Overseas Consultants
Building No. ‐ U‐188, Shakarpur, Delhi ‐ 110092
Tel: +91‐11‐40078530, +91‐11‐40078529, +91‐11‐42770277
Email: mail.siddhioverseas@gmail.com | Website: www.siddhioverseas.in

www.facebook.com/SiddhiOverseas

